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About PAX
Located in Taiwan and established in

1981, Yee Jee Technology Co., Ltd. is an

enterprise that specializes in the

manufacture and export of rubber tire

patch products for bicycles,

motorcycles, automobiles, trucks and

lorries. Known globally as PAX, it then

expanded its product lines to include

DIY tools and repair products,

providing clients with the most

comprehensive integrated products

and services.

PAX takes pride in the “quality” of its products as

well as the competitiveness it provides. For over 40

years, PAX insists on using natural rubber to

ensure durability and usage safety of its products.

In times of need, PAX’s high quality tire repair

products safeguard driving safety by stabilizing

tires, thereby gaining significant praise and

support in the global tire repair market. 

PAX adopts the slogan “Focus, You Care” in

working toward its brand vision – “Profit sharing,

giving back to society.” We assist our partners in

developing complete and thorough product plans.

Every year, forward-looking schemes are tailored

for the R&D of new products. Starting from initial

raw materials, PAX implements strict control

measures for each stage of the production

process, providing crucial and reliable safety for

drivers. 

Attentive to Your Needs, Together We Acquire

Future Success



SEAL STRING
Usage：car, light truck, bike and motorcycle

Product name：ROUND TUBE PATCH、OVAL TUBE PATCH、



DIY (FOR CAR)
Usage：car, light truck, bike and motorcycle

Product name：ROUND TUBE PATCH、OVAL TUBE PATCH、



DIY (COMMON)



SEAL STRING
User Manual

【Product performance:】

(1) Efficient repair, protect tire for a long time, no air leaks. 

(2) Easily repair punctures without removing the tire from the rim.

(3) Strong adhesive, also made of high-quality materials from 

     Taiwan. 

(4) Size 4" to 8", reliable for tire repairing, we offer black/brown 

     colors. 

(5) The tire seal string can be used for any car, motorcycle, truck.


